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with Frances in providing all the details on

where to go and what to experience. 

Filled with colorful and

vibrant photos, Always Italy

is not only perfect for

armchair travel but should be

one of your go-tos in

planning a trip to our favorite

country. Frances is one of the

most prolific people I know

and I asked her some

questions about her new love

letter to Italy. 

—Kathy McCabe  

Dream of Italy: I know from talking to

you and from the breadth and depth of the

book that Always Italy was a huge

continued on page 4

ne of my favorite things to say is,

“no matter what, we always have

Italy.” I know my friend Frances
Mayes feels the same way,

even during these impossibly

difficult times as we go to

press. Frances is a most

calming presence both in

person and in her prose.

Hopefully you have had the

chance to see the two of us in

action in our Dream of Italy:
Tuscan Sun Special still

airing on PBS. 

For her new book, Always Italy (National

Geographic), Frances traveled the length of

the boot to turn her informative and poetic

lens to the diversity of Italy’s 20 regions.

Travel journalist Ondine Cohane worked

Authors Ondine Cohane and Frances Mayes

Italy is roughly the size of Arizona.

O

continued on page 8
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There’s Always Italy:
A Chat With Frances Mayes

MARCH 25: DANTEDI
The Italian government has declared March
25 National Dante Day (Dantedì) to celebrate
Dante Alighieri, the author of The Divine
Comedy, an epic poem completed in 1320. 

The new holiday is in anticipation of the 700th
anniversary of the poet’s death, which
occurred in September 1321 in Ravenna. 

Dante, a revered poet whose Divine Comedy
is widely regarded as the best poem of the
Middle Ages, was born around 1265 in
Florence. His poetry influenced literature in
Europe for centuries beyond his death. At a
time when most poetry was written in Latin,
Dante chose to write his verse in Italian
dialects, earning him the nickname of “Father
of the Italian Language.” He was exiled from
Florence to Ravenna for political reasons, and
it was during his time in exile that he wrote
The Divine Comedy. 

“Dante symbolizes many things that hold us
together: He is the unity of the country, he is
the Italian language, he is the very idea of
Italy,” said Italian culture minister Dario
Franceschini.

March 25 was chosen as the date because
scholars believe that is the date on which
Dante began the journey to Hell, Purgatory
and Paradise in The Divine Comedy. 

—Elaine Murphy



T he journeys I took for this book
were exhilarating because,
finally, I could stop at Greek

ruins in Calabria; order
the rustic pastas of
Sardinia; stand under
waterfalls in
Trentino–Alto Adige;

watch water buffalo
milk turn into
mozzarella in Puglia;

and hike the sublime
trails of Valle d’Aosta. I
scoured the sights in all 20 regions. At

last, I thought. I am beginning to know

this country. Still, much remains for as
many future trips as I can plan. 

What a grand quest! My sense of
adventure multiplied. Lost-in-time
borghi (villages) of the Abruzzo and
Molise; peak dining experiences in
Emilia-Romagna; the joyous Sicilian
Baroque churches that seem to have
whipped cream as a building material;
Le Marche’s turquoise waters and
beaches, which looked to my Southern
eyes like white grits. Finding the far
reaches of Lombardy’s lake country:
bliss. Those eagle-nest mountain
retreats around Bolzano

and Merano for curative
mineral waters and robust
mountain food. I
especially liked the little
castle strongholds in
Piedmont, with
undulating vineyards neat
as rows of knitting. 

Getting to know the north was the big
surprise. I thought that as I began to
hear German and the terrain neared
Austria and Switzerland, some
Italianness would erode. Not so; the
cultural mix near the borders was,
instead, stimulating. I learned a new
word: ecotone, the zone between two

places with characteristics of each. The
cross-fertilization of histories enlarged
my love for Italy. 

How glorious, too,
discovering each
region’s food
traditions: vastly
different, passionately
maintained. I’m sure
you can find a bad
meal in Italy—but if
you follow your good

instincts, where might that be? Even
freeway Autogrills serve tempting
panini and often feature cafeterias with
pasta, grilled meats, and
fresh vegetables. At the
gas station! How is this
possible? The simple
answer: Italians won’t
put up with bad food.
My idea of heaven is to
walk into a town around
noon on Sunday and
locate, usually by aromas
drifting from the doorway, where the
locals will be having their pranzo

(lunch) on this buona domenica. 

I followed
several food
— especially
cheese — and
wine
quests,
wanting
to try
everything. It

was fun tracking how the all-important
daily bread varies. From the unsalted,
hard-crusted loaves of Tuscany to
Puglia’s cakelike rounds weighing in at
six pounds (3 kg) or more to Liguria’s
tender focaccias and Sardinia’s savory
flatbreads, all taste of the place itself. 

So ancient, Italy is actually quite

young. Previously fragmented, it
became a unified country in 1861. The
heritage: settlers, invaders, and power
grabbers, all spreading their languages
and customs. Rugged mountains cut
off egress, creating isolated villages
within the craggy Apennine and
Dolomite ranges. The mezzadria

(sharecropping) system, a feudal
tenant-farming arrangement, was
essentially serfdom: nobody going
anywhere. For dwellers in the Papal
States, the church prohibited
movement outside their boundaries
without a passport. All this resulted in
self-contained small worlds, highly

individualistic.
Broken into Papal
States, House of
Savoy rulers, the
Kingdom of Two
Sicilies, and the
Bourbon reign, the
governments up
and down the
peninsula held

sway in their territories, but no central
power prevailed. 

The fiery nationalist Giuseppe

Garibaldi, with his ragtag army, first
conquered Sicily, then moved onto
the mainland, sweeping his
volunteer Redshirts north, some

armed with farm implements.
Unification! Today, almost every town
in Italy has a Piazza Garibaldi. 

But guess what? Unification never
totally worked. The country refused to
blend into a harmonious whole. The
particular patchwork of dialects,
cuisines, architecture, and art remained
intact. Therefore, Italy endures as the
most diverse country in the world. 

A quick hit of context. Italy is roughly
the size of Arizona. Imagine that
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southwestern state studded with
Rome, Venice, Milan, Florence, Turin,
Siena, Palermo, and a few dozen other
fascinating cities. Imagine 5,600
museums and
archaeological sites.
And that’s not all. Italy
possesses more
UNESCO World
Heritage sites than any
other country in the
world. 

Amid so much beauty and humanism,
you feel confirmed. The glittering,
otherworldly Orvieto cathedral.
Majestic Marcus Aurelius on horseback
in Roma’s Piazza del Campidoglio. The
frescoed palazzi of Trento look like
medieval board games. Not a thing
apart, art exists as naturally as air. 

On your way to buy bread in Venice,
pass Palladio’s white church, Il
Rendentore. Breathe in. Your sense of
the possible expands. In Puglia, when I
look up from my cappuccino at Troia’s
12th-century duomo’s stone rose
window — delicate as a paper doily —
I realize that, like me, locals over the
centuries have glanced
at this marvel daily. On
my way through the
park each morning in
Cortona, I greet the
dolphins and nymphs
cavorting in the
fountain. How this lifts
you. 

Diverse as Italy is, one quality unites:
the spirit of Italians. I’ll generalize. In
all my trips for this book, I met only
one rude person, a hotel receptionist.
She wasn’t awful, just abrupt and
distant. Immune to friendly overtures. 

But the norm prevails. Chefs come out

to talk, the museum guard
wants to express his opinion
about Giotto, the priest wanders
around the church with you, the

cheesemonger offers
tastes, the innkeeper
gives a jar of jam, the
driver detours to
show you his favorite
hill town. There’s a
palpable generosity. 

After you’ve tasted
two gelatos, the maker sends over his
pistachio. You must try! After-dinner
herbal concoctions — specialty of the
house — appear after the check: a gift.
Those old monks kneeling on cold
stone floors devised liqueurs to warm
them, using any old plant at hand:
pine needles, fennel seeds, olive leaves,
angelica roots, and bark. And they
work, these digestivi. Evenings end on
a prolonged, mellow note. 

The other quality that seems to
traverse the regions — the battuto, the
back-and-forth banter — is key to
understanding Italy. (How brilliantly
Ernest Hemingway captures this in A

Farewell to Arms.)
Everywhere I travel,
people love the play,
the one-up, the fun
to be had from
encountering you.
Make a clever
comeback, initiate a
joke, and you’re in.

It’s part of the exuberance of daily
contact. I always notice that I may say
buon giorno, but the Italian I’m meeting
says BUON GIORNO, louder, arms
extended, drawing emphasis on the
“gior-,” as though you are the one

person most desirable to see on this
incredible morning. 

You have only to reach out
to be brought into a circle

of warmth, even if
momentarily. This causes you to

remember that barista in that tiny
village, the signora who cut your hair
in Bologna, the dentist in the Veneto

who joked as he saved your cracked
crown. (I remember them well!) 

Travel is always a leap of faith into
new worlds: 20 of them in Italy. Isn’t
that exciting? Each region remains
unique. What’s not yet known lies
shimmering before you. 

From the book Always Italy: An Illustrated Grand

Tour by Frances Mayes with Ondine Cohane.

Available March 31, 2020 from National Geographic

Books wherever books are sold.
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       decipher an Italian wine list.

Troia Cathedral, Puglia

Cornero, Le Marche

   Introduction
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We stayed in every imaginable
accommodation—B & Bs, luxury
rentals, sybaritic hotels as well as plain
three-star ones, and agriturismos, the
farm stays all over Italy. I recommend
www.agriturismo.it On the farms you
meet a family. They offer various levels
of comfort, from beautiful, full
apartments to simple bedrooms. Many
are in bucolic locations and offer
home-cooked dinners and local wine.
This is still an overlooked and very
affordable way to travel. 

What I look for in a
place to stay is a
sense of the place. If
you’re in a sleek,
minimalist place that
could be anywhere
on the globe, it’s just
not the same as a
casa colonica in

Tuscany, mellow and at home in the
landscape, or a frescoed apartment
with cut velvet sofas, portraits of
Doges, and a view over the Grand
Canal in Venice. I use The Thinking

Traveller, Plum Guide, Tablet Hotels, Mr.

and Mrs. Smith and One Fine Stay for
house rentals. I’ve had good luck also

with a couple of
Airbnbs.

DOI: In your

introduction to the

book, which we’ve

excerpted on page 2

you say that

“getting to know

the north was the

big surprise.” Why? 

FM: I veer south, always. I’d been
many times to Sicily, Puglia, Sardinia

but only briefly north of Milan. First
surprise, Milano itself, transformed
from when I was there years ago—the
closing of the center to cars, the
explosion of design and new

DOI: How did you travel through Italy?

Where did you stay?

FM: My husband Ed and I love
driving, especially in the mountainous

north and
way south
in Puglia

where we
often go off
road into
olive groves
for

picnics—that amazing
Puglian bread—or just to
lie in the wildflowers. In
the north, especially Valle

d’Aosta, there’s so much
solitude. 

The village-
to-village
hikes across
meadows to
waterfalls
were deeply
refreshing to
the soul.

Trains are everywhere
terrific in Italy, especially
the luxe fast trains that
serve drinks and panini.

We’re often disappointed
that we arrive at our
destination too quickly. 

For ease, trains are the
way to go, unless you, like Ed, like the
blood sport of Italian driving. Many of
our Italian friends hop on their
motorcycles for weekend trips.
Otherwise, they drive their Fiats and
other small cars at top speed. There are
easy flights from many small cities
down to Sicily and Sardinia, but on the
mainland, trains are best.

Frances Mayes continued from page 1

undertaking! Can you give us a peak into

“how the sausage was made”? 

Frances Mayes: We decided to go
everywhere! All 20 regions, because as
much as both my co-author Ondine
Cohane and I had traveled in Italy,
we had not hit every region. We
traveled separately — on trains,
planes, and driving. I’m thrilled
that I’ve seen every single region
— from top of the Dolomites to the
tips of Sicily and Sardinia. Most
Italians haven’t done that. The
sense of discovery was a constant.
Each region remains distinct. 

DOI: You worked with co-author Ondine

Cohane, who also lives in Tuscany and co-

owns La Bandita and La Bandita

Townhouse in Pienza. What did she bring

to the project?  

FM: Ondine loves Italy as much
as I do, so we both bring that
identification with the place, as
well as a passion for discovery
travel. Since she writes regularly
for The Guardian, Conde Nast

Traveler and The New York Times,

she’s up on the latest restaurants
and hotels. We wanted this to be a
book about present-day Italy and her
contributions around outdoor
adventures: the latest wine bars; really
fun activities, such as Vespa tours of
Rome, are lively and inspiring. 

We worked easily together, with an
occasional overlap that had to be
adjusted. Basically, we share similar
attitudes about travel. Go off the
expected route, introduce yourself to a
place by a long walk or run, stay close
to the local food and wine, and talk,
talk, talk to people along the way.
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restaurants, the new twentieth-century
museum and much more. Then regal
Torino and its Piemonte countryside, an
idyllic place to meander among
vineyards as neat as rows of knitting,
perched castles silhouetted against an
always cloud-roving blue sky,
stopping in time-warp villages for food
and wine fit for gods. 

I particularly treasure a dinner at Bovio

in La Morra (www.ristorantebovio.it),
when my sixteen-year-old
grandson was offered his
first taste of Barolo by the
waiter. I don’t need a
video, as I’ll never forget
his eyes widening, his
smile as if to say so this is

what it’s like to be a grown

up. Trieste was another
grand surprise, way over
on the eastern border, with its
Slovenian and Austrian influences in
the architecture and food. 

I’ve been back since the book was
written, only to find my attraction
deepening. Oh, so many places in the
mountains. Hiking up to
impossibly clear green
lakes rimmed with pastel
peaks that change minute
by minute as the sun
crosses their sides. If
you’re planning a trip in
the north, don’t stay less
than five days in Trentino-

Alto Adige. I could move
to Trento. 

Venice, I know well and have for a
hundred years, but somehow I’d never
deeply explored its region, the Prosecco

vineyards of the Veneto and the
neighboring region, Friuli. Now they
are two of my favorite get-aways. So
much to discover and love in the north.

DOI: You talk about the spirit of Italians,

their friendliness and generosity and that

you only met one rude Italian along the

way? 

FM: True. And she
wasn’t that rude, just
a bit abrupt and
distant, definitely
not Italians’ usual
qualities. What I love
best about Italy is
that humanism still

reigns. There’s a
daily delight in
meeting each
other in the
piazza, a habit of
eye contact with
someone passing

on the street, and,
above all, a national
habit of joking,
tossing comebacks,
teasing. 

The museum guard

wants to talk, the
priest in the
church you’re
visiting wants to
show you the
relics, the barista
asks where
you’re from

and on your third visit knows
how you like your coffee, even if
it’s “dirty water,” as American
coffee is known. 

Trying on clothes can be intimidating,
as two or three staff members gather
around to comment and suggest.
They’re trying to help! I’m always
surprised that clerks and waiters in
tourist-logged places such as Rome and

Florence are as polite as they are. What
they have to put up with!

DOI: One journey you took for this book

— which I’m particularly

envious of — is a trip

along the coast of

Calabria. What were your

impressions?

FM: Definitely
different, un altro

mondo, another world,
my Tuscan friends told

me. Calabria fronts two seas,
Tyrrhenian and Ionian, and is wildly
beautiful in spots — dazzling views
and the most abundant wildflowers
I’ve ever seen. Some plug-ugly towns,
no doubt. But also fabulous hill towns,
such as Gerace, with views over hills to

the Ionian Sea. Go now
and experience Italy
from forty-fifty years
ago in some ways —
bad roads included!
But Calabria is coming
up fast. I loved it,
especially the beguiling
town of Tropea. 

We stayed at Capovaticano Resort

Thalasso and Spa

(www.capovaticanoresort.it) right on
the beach. You have to try the roasted

Tropea red onions and the ‘nduja
spicy sausage. And the seafood,

of course. 

Worth the trip to Calabria is a
visit to the Museo Nazionale

Archeologico in Reggio Calabria. The
highlight: two powerful bronze

warriors, possibly from fifth-century
B.C. Greece, found in the waters off the
coast of Riace. They have a
magnetizing and mysterious presence. 
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    ary parliamentary republic.

Prosecco vineyards

Venice

Trentino-Alto Adige

Tropea, Calabria
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Frances Mayes continued from page 5

DOI: Wine is essential to the Italian

experience. How did you cover it in the

book? 

FM: Always Italy has an individual
column, In Your Glass, for each region.
I must say this was the hardest part to
research and write because there are
literally over a million vineyards. What
to choose? Consider my tastings to be
tip of iceberg, please. I
visited many winemakers.
Ed has a wine app that’s
useful when facing a list in
an unfamiliar territory.
Waiters and sommeliers
were universally helpful. I
learned that there is more
to learn than I possibly can
in one lifetime. Impossible
to name only a few, just impossible. 

I’m partial to the Syrahs of the Cortona

area, Brunellos of Montalcino, the super
Tuscans of the Maremma in Tuscany, so
many of the Sicilian wines from the
Etna area, of course, the grand Barolos
of Piemonte. I learned in Friuli that
whites are just as complex as reds.
What a great wine trip that is, touring
the makers around Cormòns. Amarone

is a wine I’ve loved for many years. A
poem in every glass. 

DOI: Food and wine definitely get Italians

talking, don’t they? 

FM: I meet fascinating people in

restaurants and vineyards. Even top
chefs like to come out to talk, if you
ask. So many young chefs study and
work elsewhere and then come back
home, in the Italian way, and start
their own restaurants. Visiting
vineyards is different in Italy. Call for
an appointment and you’re likely to
meet the owner, taste in a storeroom,
and walk the fields together. The

California-
style vineyard
is the
exception in
Italy. No
mugs and T-
shirts but
authentic and
enthusiastic

winemakers who love
what they do and
whose families often
have been on the land
forever. 

The Friuli region is
especially great for
visiting vineyards.
Hotels such as La Subida

(www.lasubida.it) in Cormòns have
yellow Vespas and you can zip
through those bucolic hills. 

For the book, I loved writing In Your
Glass because I got to meet so many
people who spoke about their region’s
best wines. It’s easy to meet people in

The Po River is Italy's longest    

Italy if you just put on your extrovert
hat! Puglia and Le Marche were also
fun for vineyard visits because they
have fewer tourists than the well-
known regions of Piemonte and
Tuscany. 

Italians are notoriously friendly and at
markets, bars, and shops, it’s easy to
strike up conversations. 

DOI: Tell me about a memorable meal

while writing the book. 

FM: I would like to be transported
tonight back to Torino, where tucked
away on an out of the way street, I
found Chiodi Latini

(www.chiodilatininewfood.com). I’m
not a vegetarian but if
I could always eat
here, I could be.
Exquisite, surprising,
tasty — this food is the
way the angels must
eat. The restaurant,
refined without being
fussy at all, is serene,
as is the service.

Several friends have raved when
thanking me for this recommendation. 

Another grand pleasure in Torino has
to be mentioned: the chocolates at
Guido Gobino (www.guidogobino.it).
Buy a box to take in the car as you
explore the hills of Piemonte.

Navigli in Milan

Duomo, Milan

Italians are notoriously friendly
and at markets bars, and shops;

it’s easy to strike up conversations.
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     river spanning 405 miles.

DOI: So in your book you say Milan has a

“new spark.” What did you find in Milan? 

FM: In the past I was not attracted to
Milan — now I adore going there. So
does my teen-age grandson who has an
eye for fashion. The center and most
dazzling sight, of course, is the Duomo,

right in the center. Go around the right
side and get a ticket for the elevator
that takes you to the roof! It’s a unique
experience to scramble around among
the turrets and gargoyles. 

Two other places with stellar views of
the Duomo are the super upscale
department store, Rinascente.

From their restaurant, you
have a fine view of that
giant wedding cake. At
night, the terrace of
Ristorante Felix Lo Basso (39-
02-29528914) also has a
stupendous view. 

For a taste of elegant old
Milano, nothing spells luxe
more than dinner at Ristorante Cracco

(www.ristorantecracco.it). I love the
Navigli area—small shops, great gelato,

contemporary restaurants. On Sundays,
a flea market stretches along the canal.
If you’re into vintage designer clothes,
what better place to find them than
Milano! 

In that area, don’t miss Ristorante Sadler

(www.ristorantesadler.it). Claudio, the
owner-chef, is wonderful and
welcoming to his sanctum of fine
dining. Although it’s a taxi trip away,
don’t miss Fondazione Prada

(www.fondazioneprada.it) for its
imaginative art exhibits and the
charming Bar Luce, designed by
Hollywood director Wes Anderson. We
have lots of Milano tips in the book.

DOI: I know one of your secret treasures in

Italy is Marzamemi on Sicily. Tell us about it. 

FM: Marzamemi is way south on the
sea. A former tuna fishing and
processing center, the tiny village is
built around an outsize piazza full of
restaurants and cafés, all with
umbrellas and brightly painted tables
and chairs. A great spot for people
watching and soaking in that amazing
Sicilian sun. The
low buildings and
intricate lanes and
courtyards recall an
Arab heritage. 

My friends and I
bought lots of

gauzy, drifty
beach cover ups
and sundresses in
the souk-like
shops. Snap up a
table at Arabo, for
the sea view.
Dream of a beach
town and this is

it! Laid back now and maybe turning
chic. Once I stayed nearby at Hotel

Scilla Maris (www.scillamarisnoto.it)
overlooking the Vendicari Nature

Reserve (great beaches), and another
time I rented a house with friends near
baroque Noto. We rented through
www.thethinkingtraveller.com

DOI: Italy is also synonymous with

craftsmanship. What are some of the more

unusual or noteworthy crafts that you

write about? 

FM: Every region has
its specialties. Early in
my time in Italy I
admired the ancient
craft of ferro battuto,

hammered iron.
Happily, the tradition
endures, and every
Tuscan and Umbrian

home has andirons, table bases, beds,
locks, grates, pergolas or something
made by the local blacksmith. 

Although you can’t tuck these in a
suitcase, as you can artisan-made
paper, notebooks, clothing, the items
can be shipped home for a lifetime of

enjoyment. Along the side
streets of many small towns,
find one-off treasures from
weavers, leatherworkers,
textile designers, knife-
makers, on and on. 

The revival of artisan design
has become a pleasure of
travel. I am a fan of the

incredible knives made by Berti in

Scarperia (www.coltellerieberti.it).
There’s a knife museum there, too, that
shows the different knives (still made
in that town) that appear in renaissance
paintings. I have a special weakness for
textiles. 

Try to visit Busatti in Anghiari in
Tuscany (featured in the Tuscany
episode of season one of Dream of Italy),
and the village shops in Montefalco,

Umbria. Sardinia has characteristic
wooly blankets and bedcovers in their
own distinctive patterns. It’s a tradition
to have a pair of strappy sandals
handmade in Anacapri. Liz and Jackie
did; so should we.

DOI: Is there anywhere in Italy that is still

on your bucket list and why? 

FM: Oh, just about a
hundred places. Why?
Because Italy is the most
diverse and delightful
country in the world and I
never will exhaust my
love and interest in every
turn of the road.

Berti knives

Marzamemi

Frances and Ondine
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Bologna is also famous for its towers Due Torri. 

News, Tips continued from page 1

Bologna’ s Porticoes Nominated For UNESCO Honor
dential street whose wooden porticoes were built in
the 12th and 13th centuries. It
was home to the lower classes 
at the time. Built on the remains
of the ancient Via Emilia— the
main entrance to Bologna for
those coming from Rome — is
the Portici Trionfali di Strada
Maggiore.

Two masterpieces of urban planning,
Piazza Santo Stefano and Portici del
Baraccano, reflect Bologna’s creativity
in city design. A porticoed square built from the
13th to 15th centuries, Piazza Santo Stefano first
served as a plaza in front of the cathedral, and

later served commercial purposes and housed
noble families. The Portici
del Baraccano is a 15th-
century covered walkway
built to accommodate reli-
gious ceremonies and
devotionals. It introduced
the concept of perspective
in urban planning.

The more modern Edificio
Porticato del Mambo, constructed
in the 20th century as a bread bak-
ery during World War I, is now a
museum dedicated to cultural
activities. 

The UNESCO World Heritage
Committee will review the porti-
coes’ nomination and decide
whether to make them a World
Heritage site in 2021. If approved,
the porticoes will be Italy’s 56th

World Heritage site. 
—E.M.

B ologna could soon have a new UNESCO
World Heritage site if its famous porticoes are

selected for the coveted list. The city of Bologna is
submitting the nomination to the World Heritage
committee for review.

The 12 porticoes, which date from the 12th century
until the 20th century, are located in the city center
as well as in the suburbs. Though porticoes have
been built in cities all over the world, Bologna per-
fected this form of architecture. Urban planning
rules, specifically the Municipal Statute of 1288,
helped design the porticoes: The statute specified
that the minimum measurements of the porticoes
should be seven Bolognese feet (2.6 meters) in
both height and width to allow a horseman wearing
a hat to pass under them.  

The porticoes were built and lived in by artists,
architects, painters and sculptors, who were then
inspired to bring their architectural elements to
other cities in Italy. Here are some of the most 
significant porticoes to seek out while visiting
Bologna:

The Strada Porticata di Santa Caterina is a resi-

Pompeii House Reopens After Stunning Makeover

A fter a six-year-long restoration, the Casa del
Frutteto (House of the Orchard) in Pompeii

has reopened, featuring vivid botanical frescoes,
after a six-year-long restoration by a talented team
comprising archaeologists, engineers, architects
and anthropologists. 

The House of the Orchard is considered one of the
most picturesque houses on Pompeii’s main
street, Via dell’Abbondanza. It is a small
house that historians speculate may have
belonged to a wealthy vintner because, dur-
ing excavation, archaeologists found

amphorae (wine vessels) and a kettle in the house. 

The crown jewels of the house are its detailed fres-
coes depicting birds, flowers, and gardens with fruit
trees bearing plums, lemons, figs, cherries,
pears and strawberries. Remarkably, the origi-
nal frescoes were so painstakingly detailed
that restorers were able to recognize the plant

species centuries later.
Egyptian-style motifs,
including symbols
associated with the
ancient Egyptian goddess

Isis, are also illustrated, leading historians to
believe the house’s owner may have been devoted
to the goddess. 

Unlike most botanical frescoes in Pompeii,
which were painted in common spaces, the
frescoes in the House of the Orchard are on
the walls of the private rooms. The newly
refreshed frescoes will be protected from

fading by LED lighting that eliminates light waves
that could damage the paint. 

The House of the Orchard was originally excavat-
ed in 1913, with further discoveries
occurring in 1953. The project is one of
many ongoing excavation and restora-
tion projects around Pompeii, a treasure
trove of ruins, artefacts and skeletons
well-preserved by the infamous Mount
Vesuvius eruption of 79 A.D. 

—E.M.

Porticoes of Bologna
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Portico della Madonna di
San Luca


